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Science is nothing but perception

— Plato



A B S T R A C T

Visualizing scalar fields in the brain is challenging due to occlusion.
A widely-used method to be able to show scalar fields without occlu-
sion is by using slice planes. This has the disadvantage of being two
dimensional, losing the overview that a three dimensional visualiza-
tion gives.

This thesis discusses and shows multiple techniques and methods to
show scalar fields in the brain in a three dimensional space by using
abstracted fiber tracts. Fiber tracts of main brain structures are bun-
dled, reducing the complexity of the data from about 80.000 tracts
to a couple dozen bundles. These bundles can be used to project the
scalar fields on.

For this thesis, we have implemented the construction of the abstracted
fiber tracts and we have created an application that uses OpenGL to
visualize the abstracted fiber tracts and the scalar values. We discuss
the construction of the abstracted fiber tracts, as well as the visual-
ization of the fiber tracts in OpenGL and the interactive maneuvering
through the data.
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

The human brain is a very complex organ. It controls a person’s emo-
tions, thinking, movements and so on. To simplify it, the human brain
can be brought back to three main tissues: White matter, Gray matter
and Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) [Mar12].

Figure 1: Overview of white and gray matter [Enc]

Gray matter is the part responsible for all tasks the brain executes,
the CSF protects and isolates the brain and the white matter connects
the different areas of gray matter. Scientists used to mostly research
the gray matter. However, through the years the attention shifted
more and more towards white matter [DF08]. It has been shown that
white matter changes while a person learns a new skill and that some
people that are affected by certain disorders such as ADHD, autism
or language disorder have abnormalities in their white matter.

1.1 scalar fields

Nowadays, scalar fields in white matter areas can be determined.
Such a scalar field could be, for example, the concentration of some
chemical substance or fMRI activity. This is a promising technique
to get more insight in brain function but is at the same time a chal-
lenging visualization problem. The scalar field is obtained in 3D and
trying to visualize each scalar value results in a lot of occlusion, mak-
ing it very hard to obtain local and global insight. However, since the
values occur in white matter areas, a visualization of white matter
may be used to visualize scalar fields. This thesis is concerned with
designing, implementing and testing such a combined visualization.
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1.2 visualizing white matter

White matter consists of millions of fiber tracts, often called nerve
fibers, that connect the gray matter areas in the brain. Trying to visu-
alize all these tracts will, just as trying to visualize the entire scalar
field, result in a lot of occlusion. This occlusion can be solved by ab-
stracting the fiber tracts by bundling parallel tracts [Zit13]. Bundling
parallel, or nearly parallel tracts, will reduce the number of tracts
from millions of tracts to only some dozen of bundles.

1.3 combining white matter and scalar visualization

In previous work [Pij14], we have reimplemented Zittersteyns bundling
method into an application that allows interactive maneuvering through
the data. Now, we have researched ways to improve the implementa-
tion by improving the accuracy of the bundling. We have also ex-
tended the application with the ability to show the scalar data and
we have researched multiple ways to visualize the scalar data using
abstracted white matter.



2
D ATA A C Q U I S I T I O N

In our research, we are working with brain data, or more precisely,
white matter data. Obviously, it is not possible to analyze this data
by looking at the physical brain. Therefore, a technique is needed
to acquire information of a person’s white brain matter. Fortunately,
through the years, multiple techniques have been devised that when
combined result in a technique named Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI)
that can give insight in the white matter structure of a human brain.
Therefore, in order to know how DTI works and should be used, these
techniques should be explained first.

2.1 magnetic resonance imaging

DTI is a form of Diffusion Magnetic Resonance Imaging (dMRI) which
is based, as the name suggests, on Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI).
In 1973 Lauterbur et al. [Lau73] published the first MRI images (Fig-
ure 2) and the theory behind the images. This theory was based on
the method proposed by Carr and Pursell [CP54], who showed that
local density of hydrogen in solid bodies can be measured. This mea-
surement is done by creating a magnetic field around the area to be
imaged. By oscillating this magnetic field, the hydrogen atoms inside
the area emit a signal that can be measured by a receiving coil. By
varying the magnetic field, position information is obtained from the
hydrogen atoms and an image can be made.

Figure 2: One of the first images captured by MRI showing two 1 mm capil-
laries of H2O(dark) inside a tube containing H2O and D2O.

Therefore, hydrogen atoms in the brain can be used in order to gain
some insight in the human brain. However, in order to understand an

3
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MRI-scan, some basic knowledge about the water distribution in the
brain is needed.

2.2 overview of the human brain

According to Mitchell et al. [MHSB45] the brain is composed of about
73% water and, as discussed in the Introduction, the brain consists
roughly of white matter, gray matter and cerebrosipnal fluid. Since
an MRI-scan shows the brain based on resonance of hydrogen atoms,
water, or more specifically the movement of water particles, can be
used in order to differentiate between these different structures.

Brown showed that particles in a fluid move randomly (Brownian
motion) and Einstein derived an expression for the magnitude of this
motion [Ein05]. The movement of these particles according to Ein-
stein’s expression is called diffusion and it is also the way water parti-
cles move inside the brain. However, the brain is not a homogeneous
fluid environment since it consists of a large number of axons, con-
necting neurons (Figure 3). An axon can be thought of as a very small,
typically 1/1000 mm, tube that is filled with and surrounded by wa-
ter. An axon is covered by a myelin sheath that acts as an insulation
and blocks the diffusion of water.

Figure 3: Schematic overview of a neuron and a connected axon.

Due to the insulation of the myelin sheath, the movement of water
inside and outside the axon is hindered. Normally, a water particle
will move randomly in any direction when not hindered, however,
when hindered, a water particle will follow the structure of the hin-
dering object (Figure 4).

For brain tissue, this means that in areas where axons are mostly
aligned (anisotropic areas), the water particles will mostly move in
the direction of the axons, while in areas where axons are in a large
number of different directions (isotropic areas), the particles will move
more randomly. White matter consists of bundles of near parallel ax-
ons and therefore water particles near white matter fibers will mostly
move in the direction of the axons. Diffusion is measured in areas of
typically 33 millimeter so, by determining the local average diffusion
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Figure 4: Example of diffusion of a particle. Left: Diffusion in a ran-
dom direction (isotropic). Right: Diffusion hindered by obstacles
(anisotropic).

direction in this area, some information of the local structure of white
matter can be obtained.

2.3 diffusion mri and diffusion tensor imaging

Diffusion of water in the brain can therefore be used to distinguish
white matter and is the basis behind diffusion MRI (dMRI) as pro-
posed by Le Bihan et al. in 1985 [LB85] and shortly after this, the first
images of white brain matter using dMRI were created and published
[LBL+

86]. These images show diffusion in the imaging plane (Figure
5).

Figure 5: First dMRI image using colors to visualize white matter orienta-
tion [DTP+

91].

By applying dMRI in multiple directions, the DTI method was in-
troduced. By creating a tensor from the vectors obtained from the
multiple dMRI measurements, the diffusion could be given in any di-
rection. A tensor describes relations between vectors and is defined
by three eigenvectors (λ1, λ2 and λ3) representing the diffusion direc-
tions and three eigenvalues (

˜
v1,

˜
v2 and

˜
v3) representing the strength

in each diffusion direction (Figure 6).
Since, for each scanned point a tensor is constructed, these tensors

can be placed over the area, as is shown in Figure 7. The area corre-
sponding to a tensor is named a voxel. The orientation of each tensor
in the field shows the diffusion of that point. Even though the ten-
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Figure 6: Ellipsoid corresponding to a tensor.

sors are very fine-grained and it only shows a 2D volume, intuitively,
some information can already be obtained by looking at the image.
The orientation of the tensors in the field show some clear paths that
can be traced. Since paths of high diffusion correspond to white mat-
ter fibers, tracing the paths formed by these tensors result in a good
approximation of the white matter fibers.

Figure 7: 2D field of tensors.

2.4 fiber tracking

As mentioned, white matter fibers can be traced by tracing a path
along tensors with high diffusion. This can be done by integrating
from a starting seed point p through the 3D data using the direction
of the tensors as direction for the integration step. However, differ-
ent ways have been proposed to determine the direction of a tensor,
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resulting in multiple techniques. We will discuss two of these tech-
niques here: Fiber Assignment by Continuous Tracking (FACT) and Ten-
sorlines.

2.4.1 Path integration

To understand the way FACT and Tensorlines trace a fiber tract, first
path integration has to be explained. Consider the two dimensional
vector field shown in Figure 8. Here, a seed point has been placed
at position p0 in the vector field, shown as a blue dot. To determine
the path of the seed point through the vector field, the vector at the
position of the seed point is used as a direction vector (vout). Next,
one step in this direction is taken, finding a new position p1. Here,
again the vout is determined and a next step is taken to find p2.
Continuing this process for N-points will form a line through the
points p0,p1, ...,pN−1,pN, that is the path of the seed point through
the vector field.

Figure 8: Integration through a 2D vector field

2.4.2 FACT

Fiber Assignment by Continuous Tracking [ZJKC05] uses the idea
of path integration in a tensor field. Instead of a vector field, the
field consists of tensors, with each principal axis corresponding to the
diffusion in the direction of that axis. The orientation of the main axis
of a tensor (ē1) represents the average fiber direction of a voxel, i.e.
vout = ē1. This way, all voxels have a direction and a path from a seed
point p can be integrated using these directions. The integration of a
fiber tract continues until direction surrounding a point pN becomes
too random (Figure 9).

This method, even though widely used because of its speed and
simplicity, has a main disadvantage that it is quite sensitive to noise.
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(a) Normal situation (b) End situation for tracking

Figure 9: Example of 3D path integration with FACT [ZJKC05]

Consider for example the two tensors shown in Figure 10. These ten-
sors are nearly the same, however, FACT will regard them as com-
pletely different since they have a different largest eigenvector, re-
sulting in some noise in the integration process. To solve this noise
problem, the tensorlines method was introduced.

(a) λ1 = 1.00, λ2 = 0.99, λ3 = 0.99 (b) λ1 = 0.99, λ2 = 1.00, λ3 = 0.99

Figure 10: Two very similar tensors, however, very different when only re-
garding the largest eigenvector.

2.4.3 Tensorlines

To eliminate the noise problem of FACT, the tensorlines method intro-
duced by Weinstein et al. [WKL99] does not only take the orientation
of the major eigenvector of a tensor, but the entire tensor, deflecting
the integrated path. Figure 11 shows an example of this deflection.
The next direction is therefore determined as

vout = D · vin (1)

where D is the diffusion tensor matrix.
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(a) λ1 ≈ λ2 = λ3 (b) λ1 > λ2 = λ3 (c) λ1 � λ2 = λ3

Figure 11: Three examples of deflection.

Combining this deflection with FACT gives the outgoing direction

vout = clē1 + (1− cl)((1−wu)vin +wuDvin) (2)

where cl is the linear anisotropy coefficient of the tensor and wu is
a user-controlled variable. Depending on the value of wu, this equa-
tion satisfies the following four conditions:

Anisotropy Direction In Desired Out

Linear Any ē1

Planar Tangential to tensor vin or vout
Planar Normal to tensor vout

Spherical Any vin or vout

By looking at the anisotropy type, the first and last rows are straight-
forward to determine, however, this is not the case for the second
and third row. There is no way of telling by looking at the anisotropy
whether the direction is either tangential to the tensor, or normal to
the tensor. Here, wu comes into play. By controlling this variable with
a range from 0 to 1, a user is able to specify the preference of either
one of these direction and the value depends largely on the type of
data used. Weinstein et al. noticed that for white matter fiber tracking,
a value of 0.2 works well in general.

Figure 12 shows a comparison between the integration path ob-
tained by applying FACT and by applying tensorlines on a dataset
with an isotropic region. The Figure shows that where FACT is largely
influenced by the noise formed in the isotropic region, tensorlines
continue with only small changes in direction through the isotropic
regions.

2.4.4 Comparison

Figure 13 shows a comparison of FACT and tensorlines. Here, we
have traced the fiber tracts of two different datasets by using the
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Figure 12: Comparison of FACT (red, dashed line) and Tensorlines (purple,
solid line)

FACT and Tensorlines methods. Next, we visualized the exact same
area of the dataset, resulting in the images shown in Figure 13. As was
expected, there is some difference to be found between the different
datasets, due to the fact that every person is different. More interest-
ing is the large difference between the fiber tracts traced with FACT
and those traced with Tensorlines of the same dataset. The tracts pro-
duced by FACT are often too short, missing entire parts of the tracts.
Tensorlines produces a much better result, however, here it can be ob-
served that tracts sometimes are traced for too long, resulting in what
would be non-existing tracts. Since tensorlines does produce the best
result, we are using this method for the rest of this thesis to obtain
fiber tracts from a dataset.

2.5 preprocessing mri data

Using data obtained by an MRI-scan is not very straight-forward. It
does not simply give all the fiber-tracts and therefore, in order to be
able to use the data, some preprocessing steps to extract the fiber-
tracts from the data have to be executed.

An MRI scan usually results in data formatted in either Digital Imag-
ing and Communications in Medicine (DICOM) or Philips PAR/REC for-
mat. This data can be viewed by tools such as FSLView [fsl]. However,
to be able to trace fiber tracts from this data with a tool such as the
Diffusion Toolkit[Dif], it has to be converted into a Neuroimaging Infor-
matics Technology Initiative (NIfTI) format. In order to do this, a tool
called dcm2nii [dcm] has been developed, that can convert both DI-
COM and Philips PAR/REC data into NIfTI.
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(a) Dataset 1 - FACT (b) Dataset 1 - Tensorlines

(c) Dataset 2 - FACT (d) Dataset 2 - Tensorlines

Figure 13: Comparison of the same tract-region produced by FACT and Ten-
sorlines on two datasets.

After converting the data into a NIfTI-format, a B0-image and a
gradient table have to be extracted from the data. The B0-image is used
to determine the way an MRI-signal from a scanner is converted into
a digitally stored file, while the gradient table is used to describe the
diffusion weighting directions.

Finally, the Diffusion Toolkit can be used to trace fiber tracts. Here,
it is also possible to choose between different tracing methods such
as FACT and Tensorlines. Important options to set here are: the B0-
image, the gradient table and the image orientation. For the data that
we have been using, the Z-axis of the image has to be inverted.

After these preprocessing steps, fiber tracts are obtained as a list of
3D-coordinates, where each coordinate corresponds to a point on a
tract.



3
D ATA A B S T R A C T I O N

In the previous chapter we have discussed the process of DTI data
acquisition. However, as discussed in the introduction, visualizing all
these curves will result in a lot of occlusion. This problem of occlusion
can be solved by abstracting the data [Zit13]. This abstracted data can
then be used as a map for the scalar data.

Consider a map of bird migration as shown in Figure 14. From
this map, it is immediately clear which paths bird fly when migrat-
ing from one place to another. Naturally, one can imagine that these
are not the actual paths the birds fly. Showing every path of each mi-
grating bird would result in the map being entirely covered by lines.
Therefore, an abstracted representation of all the migration paths is
created by bundling all paths together in to one large path to solve
this problem of occlusion.

Figure 14: Map of bird migration around the world

The same can be done for the large set of fiber-tract data. Since
showing all the data would result in too much clutter, an abstracted
view of the data should be created, only showing the main structures
of the data. This main structure can then be used to navigate through
the non-abstracted data, finding certain points of interest.

3.1 creating an abstracted view

The main difficulty with creating an abstracted view of fiber tracts is
determining which fiber tracts should be bundled and which should
not. In his thesis, Zittersteyn [Zit13] has researched and proposed a
method to create an abstracted view of fiber tracts which we have
also used and adapted for our purposes.

12
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(a) Tracts (b) A Bundle

Figure 15: Example of bundling tracts [Zit13]

The basic idea of abstracting is as follows. As with a map of bird mi-
gration, the main structures of dense line data correspond to regions
of high density of locally parallel curves, or for short, high parallel
density. Now, suppose that we know the point of highest parallel
density in the 3D data and that we know all tracts near this point. By
bundling these tracts locally into one large bundle, we have abstracted
all these fiber tracts into one large bundle. By doing this for N points
of high density, N bundles can be obtained representing all the fiber
tracts (Figure 15). However, it is not as simple as this. How do you
find the point of highest parallel density? Which tracts do you con-
sider nearby the point? What happens when tracts diverge from one
another?

(a) Smooth (b) Piece-wise approximation

Figure 16: Approximation of a smooth curve.

3.2 tract representation

Nerve fibers are smooth continuous curves so in principle it is possi-
ble to represent them with smooth functions. However, determining
a smooth function from measured data and manipulating a smooth
function (e.g. a local deformation) is complex, time-consuming and
overly sophisticated. Fortunately, it is possible to find a good approx-
imation of a smooth curve. By sampling the curve into a set of small,
straight segments for which the angle between two consecutive seg-
ments is very small, a good approximation of the smooth curve can be
made (Figure 16). As discussed before, a tract is represented by a se-
ries of consecutive segments of equal length, in our case 3 millimeter.
We observed that for our sets of tracts the angle between consecutive
tract-segments is small, meaning that the consecutive tract-segments
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form a good approximation of the smooth tract curve. Using this
approximation of tracts, the set of tracts is simplified to a set of tract-
segments.

3.3 bundling process

A bundle can be constructed by integrating through the segment set.
Figure 17 illustrates the process of one integration step. Suppose that,
at a certain point in space, the direction of the previous bundling step
is known (Figure 17a). From this point, the next direction should be
determined for the next bundling step. First, all segments that con-
tribute to the next direction are determined based on a predefined
region of influence and their contribution based on the distance is de-
termined (Figure 17b). Next, based on the direction of the previous
bundling step, the contribution of the segments based on their orien-
tation is determined and the next bundling direction is found (Figure
17c and Figure 17d). A step is taken with this direction and the pro-
cess is repeated.

(a) Initial situation (b) Region of influence

(c) Angle of influence (d) Integration step

Figure 17: Method to obtain an integration direction. The width of each seg-
ment determines how much the segment contributes to the inte-
gration process. [Zit13]

This process uses the direction of the previous bundling step to find
a new direction. However, at the start of the bundling process there
is no such previous bundling step. Therefore, a different method of
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finding a direction has to be thought of. Another problem is finding
the point to start the bundling. Since the only information available
is a set of tract-segments, a method to determine the starting point of
the bundling process has to be devised. Finally, a way to determine
the contribution of each segment has to be thought of.

3.3.1 Finding the initial point

As previously described, the bundling process should bundle areas
of high parallel density. It therefore makes sense to start the bundling
process at the point of highest parallel density in the 3D space. Since
for each segment in the 3D space the position is known, we are able
to create a grid where for each grid point the density is known. By
simply picking the gridpoint of highest parallel density, we can find
a good point to start the bundling process of a bundle.

3.3.2 Grid

Since 3D space consists of infinitely many points, a rough finite ap-
proximation of this space should be created in order to obtain some
spatial information from the data. For this purpose we use a regular
3D grid.

A grid approximates a space into a series of contiguous gridpoints
which can be used for spatial indexing purposes. By approximating
the 3D space into gridpoints where each gridpoint is assigned the
tract-segments that are within a predefined radius, spatial informa-
tion is obtained (Figure 19).

The placement of the gridpoints determines the accuracy of the
bundling. To achieve a high accuracy, the gridpoints should be evenly
distributed over the entire 3D space and the spacing between the grid-
points should be as small as possible. Choosing a fine grid, however,
means that a large number of gridpoints has to be handled resulting
in a long time to compute all the densities. Moreover, a large num-
ber of gridpoints implies that, on average, only a small number of
segments is alocated to every gridpoint, leading to noisy behaviour.
So, the right balance has to be found between a fine grid and a lim-
ited computation time. Since the tracts are measured with a spacing
of 3 millimeters, a grid finer than 3 millimeter will not result in a
much better accuracy and a rougher grid would mean that some in-
formation is lost. We have therefore chosen to use a grid spacing of 3

millimeters.
The density ρ at a gridpoint is determined by the tract-segments

assigned to the gridpoint. Figure 18 shows two different initial points
with surrounding segments that can be chosen to start the bundling
process based on which point has the highest parallel density. How-
ever, while Figure 18a has more segments surrounding the point, Fig-
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ure 18b has the most near-parallel segments. Since it does not make
sense bundling tracts going in different directions, Figure 18b should
be chosen as an initial point.

(a) Multiple directions (b) One direction

Figure 18: Finding the highest density

3.3.3 Finding the initial direction

To define the density at a point p, the density in each possible direc-
tion should be computed and the maximum density over all direc-
tions is used as the density at p (ρp). Since there are infinitely many
directions, it is not possible to compute the density of a point in each
possible direction. To solve this, we choose a number of predefined
directions for which the densities are computed.

Finding these directions from a set of segments is basically a clus-
tering problem. For a point in space, all nearby segments are known,
that all have a direction. Clustering these segments by directions, will
result in a couple of main directions. Here, each direction is the av-
erage direction of a cluster. However, clustering all segments by di-
rection for each point in space is computationally very expensive and
therefore not desirable to do. Therefore, we use a discrete approach
that results in an approximation of this clustering problem.

Using points on a unit-sphere to represent directions, an approxi-
mation of clustering can be made. When placing clusters on a unit-
sphere, the sphere will be divided into Voronoi-areas. If a segment
points towards an area on the sphere, it belongs to the cluster of that
area. By pre-defining the areas on the sphere instead of having the
clusters define them, an approximation of the clustering can be cre-
ated. This requires though that all the areas are of the same size, oth-
erwise some directions will have a preference over others. To create
this subdivision of the unit-sphere, we have to find an even distribu-
tion of points and create a Voronoi diagram from these points. Now,
all segments near p can be assigned to a face f of the diagram and the
density ρf of each face can be determined in order to determine ρp.

Each segment has a weight w that determines how much a tract-
segment is represented in the bundling process and a distance func-
tion f(D) that determines the contribution of the segment to p based
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on the distance D from the center of the segment to the gridpoint.
Using these weights, ρ is defined as

ρf =

N∑
i=1

(
wi ∗ f(Di)

)
(3)

ρp = max
16f6M

{ρf} (4)

where N is the number of segments assigned to f and M is the num-
ber of faces. An example of this in 2D is shown in Figure 19. Here, a
gridpoint is chosen and the segments within a radius of α+ β con-
tribute to the density of a face of p. Doing this for all gridpoints in
space, each gridpoint is assigned a density. This example can easily
be extended to 3D.

α
β

Figure 19: Example of a grid in 2D space

There are different ways to evenly distribute points on a unit-sphere.
We will discuss some methods here and explain which method we
have chosen.

3.3.4 Platonic solids

One way to evenly distribute points on a unit-sphere and therefore
creating faces of equal area and form, is by projecting a platonic solid
on the sphere. By projecting platonic solids on the sphere, 4, 6, 8,
12 and 20 directions can be chosen (Figure 20). To achieve a higher
bundling accuracy, this number can be increased by dividing the faces
of the platonic solids into multiple equal faces. Each face is either a
triangle, a square or a pentagon and can therefore be divided into
respectively 4, 4 and 5 triangles. By splitting the faces of an icosahe-
dron, 80 directions can be formed, which has proven to be a good
number to achieve a good accuracy.
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(a) Tetrahedron (b) Cube (c) Octahedron

(d) Dodecahedron (e) Icosahedron

Figure 20: Choosing initial directions by using platonic solids

3.3.5 N-body simulation

The main disadvantage of picking directions based on platonic solids,
is the fact that it is not possible to use an arbitrary number of direc-
tions. For example, it is not possible to try bundling with 50 direc-
tions. Therefore we investigated another way of creating an even dis-
tribution of points on the unit-sphere and we found that there is a
way to distribute N points fairly evenly over the sphere. Consider a
sphere, on which N equally charged particles are released. Each par-
ticle can only move over the entire hull of the sphere. By doing an
N-body simulation, all particles will keep moving until a stable situa-
tion has been reached. Since all particles are equally charged, they are
distributed almost evenly over the hull. By performing a Delaunay tri-
angulation on the positions of all particles, triangles can be created
that form the subdivisions of the sphere [BCKO08]. Performing an N-
body simulation of this type is straightforward. [RT93]. However, the
disadvantage of an N-body simulation is that for someN the particles
are not evenly distributed. In our case it would mean that the sphere
is not subdivided into faces of equal area, which has a major effect
on the bundling process. Since using platonic solids always results
in faces of equal area and the advantage of choosing arbitrary N to
divide the sphere is not large enough, we have chosen to use platonic
solids to find the initial direction.

3.3.6 Determining the contribution of segments

As mentioned before, the contribution of each segment s to an arbi-
trary point p in a 3D space is defined by a distance function f(D).
All segments that lie within a radius α to p can be considered to con-
tribute fully to p, therefore with a factor of f(D) = 1. However, using
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only the radius α to determine the contribution, would make the func-
tion f noisy due to its sharp cut-off radius. Two points that lie near
each other in space and should therefore have a similar density, might
be entirely different due to this noise. The accuracy of the method is
very dependent on the value of α. To reduce this noise sensitivity, a
second radius β is added on top of α that gradually decreases f(D)

to 0 (see Figure 17b). The function f(D) is therefore defined as

f(D) =


1 if D 6 α

1− D−α
β if D > α and D 6 (α+β)

0 if D > (α+β)

(5)

3.3.7 Weight compensation

When a tract-segment has been used for a bundle, it should not be
used in the bundling process anymore and it should therefore be
erased. Since a segment’s s contribution to the bundling process is
represented by the weight w of the segment, w can simply be set
to 0 to remove the contribution the segment has to bundling pro-
cess. However, this should only be the case when a segment is fully
used to create a bundle. When a segment is only partly used in the
bundling process, its weight should be updated according to how
much it has contributed to the creation of the bundle. We experienced
that updating the weights during the creation of a bundle might in-
troduce some undesired feedback effects. When picking an integra-
tion stepsize that is smaller than the size of the gridpoints, segments
that have been used in the previous step, will be used again. Eras-
ing tract-segments after an integration step is taken might therefore
influence the bundling process in the next step. Therefore, the weight-
adjustments are postponed till a complete bundle has been created,
i.e. the weight adjustments are stored temporarily. Formally, after cre-
ating a bundle, the weight wi of segment i is updated according to
wi = wi− f(Di). Since the weight of segments change after creating a
bundle, the densities of the gridpoints near the segments decrease. Af-
ter each created bundle, the densities of the gridpoints should there-
fore be recomputed.

3.4 point displacement

It may occur that during the integration process, a bundle is not fol-
lowing the highest density of the tract-set. So, although the bundle
directions is almost identical to the local tract directions, the bundle
slowly drifts away from the densest tract-area (Figure 21). To solve
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this, we have introduced a small point-displacement, which we will
discuss here.

Figure 21: A bundle going off-trail

After an integration step, a new point pi+1 in the 3D grid is found
(Figure 22). For this point, the density of the neighboring gridpoints
in the direction of the integration step is computed and an optimal
point of integration (pdense) is found. This point is then projected on
the perpendicular of the integration step through the found integra-
tion point and the integration point is moved to this point (p ′i+1). This
way, the bundling process is redirected to the area of highest density
and is therefore moved towards the bundled tracts.

pi

pi+1

pdense
p’i+1

Figure 22: Point displacement in 2D
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V I S U A L I Z I N G B U N D L E S

After abstracting the large collection of tracts into a significant smaller
collection of bundles, these bundles should be visualized and the
scalar fields near the bundles should be mapped on them. As ex-
plained previously, a bundle is created by integrating through 3D-
space and thus consists of a list of points. Naturally, this list of points
can be visualized as a curve. However, since a bundle represents mul-
tiple fiber tracts, it would be more intuitive to visualize the bundle as
a tube. Moreover, this makes it possible to use the width of the tube
or its color to visualize additional scalar data.

For a tube to be useful, it should have the following properties:

1. The tube must appear smooth.

2. It should be possible for different sides of the tube to have dif-
ferent colors.

3. At different positions of the tube, it should be possible for the
tube to have different widths.

4. The tube should be rendered fast so a user should experience
no delay when maneuvring through the data.

Constructing a tube with the above requirements, however, proved
to be more difficult than expected. To our surprise, OpenGL does not
have any built-in function for a tube with the mentioned properties,
leaving several options for manually constructing a tube.

4.1 glucylinder

One option is to create a tube by connecting multiple cylinders. The
OpenGL Utility Library (GLU) can be used to create a gluCylinder,
which draws a cylinder along the z-axis. The cylinder is defined by
a top and base radius, a number of slices around the z-axis and a
number of stacks along the z-axis. By rotating and transforming the
cylinder, it can be moved to the right position with the right orien-
tation. By constructing a cylinder for each bundle-segment, a tube
can be created by connecting consecutive cylinders. However, some
problems arise with this method.

The first problem that arises is connecting consecutive cylinders.
Each cylinder has its own orientation, according to the orientation of
the segment from which it is constructed. Connecting two consecutive
cylinders that do not have the same orientation will result in a gap
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between the two cylinders, as is shown in Figure 23. A way to solve
this, is by placing a sphere at each gap that has the same radius as
the cylinders at that position. However, even though this works, a
large number of cylinders and spheres has to be rendered leading
to a high rendering time, violating requirement 4. In order for the
application to be interactive, the rendering time should be very low,
meaning that other options for constructing a tube that have a smaller
rendering time are better.

The second problem with this method is the coloring of the cylin-
ders. For visualization purposes, we might want different sides of the
cylinder to have different colors. However, since the cylinder is con-
structed as a whole, this is not possible using gluCylinder, violating
requirement 2.

Figure 23: Connecting consecutive cylinders

4.2 glepolycylinder

A better way to draw a tube, would be by using a glePolyCylinder
from the GLE Tubing and Extrusion Library (GLE). This draws a poly-
cylinder that is defined by a polyline, which is simply said an array
of points. Each point can also be given a color and a radius can be
set for the polycylinder. However, the problem here is that only one
radius can be used for the entire tube, not allowing different widths
at different points and therefore violating requirement 3. Also, GLE
has not been updated since March 2003, which means that although it
might be working, it is out-of-date. Because of this, we have decided
to use a different approach.

4.3 frenet-serret formulas

A tube can also be constructed from a curve by sweeping a circular
or almost circular cross-section, in our case a polygonal cross-section,
along the curve [Tel08]. A polygonal cross-section is used since con-
structing a circular cross-section is computationally more expensive
and visually there is almost no difference to be seen. Consider a seg-
ment s with a direction ~s as shown in Figure 24. If a vector n0 and
n1 perpendicular to ~s can be found, all other vectors defining the
vertices of the moving regular n-gon can be constructed by negat-
ing and averaging these vectors. This way, a near-circular polygonal
cross-section consisting of N-points can be created from the points
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pi = ~s + ni,∀i ∈ N, where N > 8 in order for the tube to appear
smooth.

n0

n1

p0

p1

Figure 24: Tube construction

Since the curve is created from several segments, it is not a con-
tinuous curve. However, if the curve would have been continuous
and smooth, the vectors n0 and n1 can be found by using the Frenet-
Serret formulas [Fre52, Ser51]. It has been shown that the tangent (T ),
normal (N) and binormal (B) unit vectors of a point on the curve can
be found, that together form a orthonormal basis. At a certain point
p, Tp points along the direction of the curve and is therefore defined
as the derivative of the curve at point p. Next, N is the normal vector
perpendicular to T and is defined as the derivative of T and there-
fore as the second derivative of the curve. Last, B can be found by
B = T ×N.

Figure 25: T and N vectors along a curve

For a smooth curve, vectors N and B can be used as n0 and n1 to
construct the circular cross-section along the curve. For our case, a
curve consisting of segments, we use a discrete version of the Frenet-
Serret expresions.

4.4 transforming an arbitrary vector

Using the idea of the Frenet-Serret frame to construct a cross-section,
an arbitrary normal vector perpendicular to ~s can be used as n0. As
we know, the cross-product of two different vectors results in a vector
that is perpendicular to both. Therefore, a normal vector n0 can be
found by taking the cross-product of ~s and a different vector. Since a
bundle consists of multiple segments, we can simply use the direction
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of the next segment of the bundle to use as the second vector of the
cross-product. An arbitrary n0 perpendicular to ~s can thus be found
by

n0 =
~s0 × ~s1
| ~s0 × ~s1|

(6)

where ~s.x and ~s.y are respectively the x and y component of ~s.
Next, the other normal vector n1 can be found by n1 = n0×~s

|n0×~s| . Just as
before, all other necessary normal vectors can be found by negating
and averaging. Next, the points on the hull of the tube are obtained by
adding the obtained normal vectors to the segment points, i.e. p0 =

~s+ n0. Doing this for all segments will result in a set of points from
which a hull can be constructed.

When all vertices on the hull of a tube are properly aligned ac-
cording to the rotation of the tube, the tube is visualized as it should
and no artifacts like torsion will appear. By constructing the hull as
described above, the rotation of the tube is not taken into account,
therefore resulting in some strange visual artifacts and violating re-
quirement 1. In order to properly align all the vertices on the hull, the
method described before has to be adapted.

4.4.1 Tube orientation

In order to align the vertices along the hull of the tube, the normal
vectors should rotate along with the segments. Consider the situation
as shown in Figure 26. Here, in order to prevent rotation artifacts
from happening, n1 has to be constructed from n0. First, the angle θ
and the rotation vector R have to be determined. The angle θ can be
found by taking the dot-product of S0 and S1, and the rotation vector
by taking the cross product of S0 and S1.

S0 · S1 = |S0||S1| ∗ cos(θ) (7)

θ = acos
( S0 · S1
|S0||S1|

)
(8)

R =
S0 × S1
|S0 × S1|

(9)

With this rotation vector and angle, we can rotate n0 to n1 using a
matrix multiplication [SAG+

05]:

xu xv xR

yu yv yR

zu zv zR


cos(θ) −sin(θ) 0

sin(θ) cos(θ) 0

0 0 1


xu yu zu

xv yv zv

xR yR zR

 (10)
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θ
S 0

S1

R
n1

n0

Figure 26: Normal rotation

where u, v and R form a orthonormal basis.
By first constructing the normals of the first bundle-segment as de-
scribed in the previous section and applying the above transforma-
tion for each next point along the bundle, a tube can be constructed
that shows no visual artifacts.

4.4.2 Degenerate case

The matrix multiplication shown above rotates a point around any
given rotation vector R. This vector is found by computing the cross-
product of two consecutive segments. When both segments have ex-
actly the same direction, the cross-product of the segments is not
defined, meaning it is not possible to use the matrix multiplication
to find a new point. However, since the segments have exactly the
same directions, the normal vectors of the segments should also be
the same. So, for the degenerate case, instead of using a matrix mul-
tiplication to find the normal vectors of the next point, it is therefore
possible to simply re-use the normal vectors of the previous point.

4.5 bundle thickness

With the above described method, we can also alter the thickness of
the bundles, by simply increasing the length of the vectors that form
the n-gon. Normally, when bundling items, i.e. the cables of a com-
puter, the thickness of the bundle has a direct relation to the number
if the bundled items. It is therefore natural to use the thickness of the
bundle to show the density around the bundle. Each bundle-segment
will therefore have a thickness based on the number of tract-segments
used to construct the bundle-segment.
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V I S U A L I Z I N G S C A L A R F I E L D S

Now that we have constructed tubes to represent bundles of white
matter, the scalar fields have to be visualized. The easiest and most
intuitive way to visualize a scalar field is by using a range of colors,
where each color corresponds to a scalar value in the data and each
point in 3D is assigned a color. The main difficulty with this is that
showing all the scalar data at once will result in a lot of occlusion as
is shown in Figure 27.

Figure 27: Occlusion example

Since the scalar field is a 3D field in which the bundles lie, we
might be able to use the bundles to visualize the scalar data, perhaps
solving the problem of occlusion. We have investigated multiple ways
of doing so.

5.1 slice planes

The easiest and most common way to visualize scalar brain data is
by using slice planes. A plane is placed somewhere through the data
and only the data that is directly on the plane is shown (Figure 28).
This leaves a 2D slice consisting of scalar values where each scalar
value is represented by a color. Slicing at different positions along
either the x-, y- or z-axis, it is possible to inspect all the data on 2D
slice planes. Even though this method is very widely used, the disad-
vantage is that the data can only be viewed in 2D, losing a dimension
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and therefore also losing information which means that the structure
of the scalar data in the direction perpendicular to the slice-plane is
hard to determine.

Figure 28: A brain slice [Enc]

5.2 projecting data evenly

Since it is more interesting to see the data in 3D instead of 2D, an-
other way to visualize the data is by projecting it on the bundles. As
discussed before, a bundle is formed by surrounding tract-segments.
Each segment is assigned a scalar value by averaging the value of
the begin, center and end point of the segment. Since a point p on
a bundle is created by surrounding tract-segments, it is possible to
use these tract-segments to compute the scalar value of the point (vp).
Each tract-segment has a certain weight w that defines the contribu-
tion of the segment to the point. Using this w, we find the vp as

vp =

∑N vs ∗ws
N

, (11)

where N is the number of segments surrounding p (Figure 29a).
This is simply averaging all the values of the surrounding segments,
where each value is weighted by its distance to p.

5.3 projecting data per side

With projecting data evenly on a bundle-segment, it is possible to
show the scalar values surrounding the segment. However, it is pos-
sible that data on different sides of a bundle-segment have entirely
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different values. The previously discussed method will take the aver-
age of these values, meaning a loss of directional information of the
data. Since a bundle-segment consists of multiple sides, it is possible
to color each side according to the values on each side of the segment.

As previously explained, each tube-side has its own normal vector
perpendicular to the surface of the side. Taking only into account the
segments in the direction of this normal, it is possible to give each
side of the bundle-segment a color according to the tract-segments in
the direction of the normal bundle-vector (Figure 29b).

(a) Evenly (b) Per side

Figure 29: Data projected on bundle

5.4 n-body simulation

Another way to project the scalar data on the bundles is by using an
N-body simulation [RT93]. Here, every point in the 3D-space is rep-
resented by a particle that has a positive electric charge. In a stable
situation, this charge will make sure that all the particles are properly
aligned in space. When coloring a bundle, the bundle is given a nega-
tive electric charge, attracting all nearby particles. Next, each segment
of the bundle can be colored according to the values of the particles
attached to the segment.

This would, however, only work if particles take an intuitive path
to the bundle. Unfortunately, this is not the case. Particles will take
complex shaped paths, resulting in particles attached to segments to
which they intuitively do not belong. Also, since a particle moves
with a certain velocity, it is possible for a particle to move too fast
and overshoot its target.

5.5 quasi-static particle motion

The problem of the dynamic behaviour of charged particles, resulting
in overshoot and complex-shaped paths, can be overcome by using
quasi-static motion for the particles. Imagine the particles to move in
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a fluid with a high viscosity i.e. syrup. Each particle starts to move in
the direction of the vector field at its position, however, the fluid pre-
vents the particle from building up high speed. By integrating from
the initial position of a particle through the vector field, the path of
a particle to a bundle-segment can be determined (Figure 30). Al-
though a quasi-static integration of particle-paths solves some issues
the resulting paths still may be complex, leading to a counter-intuitive
coloring of the bundle. Therefore we do not persue this approach.

Figure 30: Example of a path in a 2D vector field

5.6 thickness

As described in the previous chapter, each point of a bundle can have
a certain thickness. We use this thickness to show the density of the
bundled point. However, it is also possible to use the thickness of
a point to visualize the scalar value of a point on the bundle, i.e. a
point with a higher value is thicker than a point with a lower value.
In chapter 6 results of both methods are shown.

5.7 colormaps

A colormap is a function that maps a scalar value to a color. By us-
ing a colormap it is possible for a user to see different values in the
data by just looking at the color. Each color can be translated back
to a scalar value if the function is known by the user. This is usually
achieved by drawing a color legend. This is a strip in which all the
colors ci in the colormap are represented along with a label showing
the scalar value belonging to that color. An often used colormap is
the so called Rainbow colormap that maps the scalar from blue to red,
passing by green and yellow. An example of this is shown in Figure
31.

However, the Rainbow colormap is considered to be dangerous to
use. Borland and Taylor II[BI07] show that a person can perceive
sharp gradients in the rainbow colormap that do not exist in the ac-
tual scalar data as can be seen in Figure 32. They also state that the
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Figure 31: Rainbow colormap

rainbow colormap is not intuitive since there is not a natural way to
order the colors. The colors are ordered by their wave-length in the
light-spectrum. However, this is not an intuitive order. For example,
one might confuse the order of green and yellow. Therefore, we have
implemented all the colormaps shown in Figure 32. This way, a user
is able to choose the colormap to his own liking.

(a) Rainbow
colormap

(b) Black-White
colormap

(c) Green-Red
colormap

(d) Heat
colormap

Figure 32: Example of bad usage of colormap [BI07]. a) shows a sharp gra-
dient between colors whereas the other colormaps do not.

5.7.1 Color clamping

Sometimes choosing the right colormap is not enough to show all the
data clearly. It may occur that the values of the scalar field are not
evenly distributed over the used range of colors. In such a case, the
histogram of the data is mostly empty except for some clusters, result-
ing in very small differences in color as is shown in Figure 33a. By
altering the color transfer function with a maximum and minimum
value, the colormap can be changed in such a way that the values
are better distributed over the range of colors. Figure 33b shows the
same dataset, but now with the values clamped to a maximum and
minimum value. As can be seen, more highlights and differences can
be observed.
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(a) All values in a small range (b) All values in a large range

Figure 33: Example of color clamping

5.7.2 Histogram equalization

Another way to ensure that the values in the histogram of the data
is better distributed, is by using histogram equalization [GW06]. His-
togram equalization is a technique mostly used in Image Processing
to adjust the contrast of an image. Using histogram equalization, a
histogram can be stretched as is shown in Figure 34.

In Image Processing, histogram equalization of an image can be
done by applying a transfer function

sk =
L− 1

M ∗N

k∑
j=0

nj (12)

to the image [GW06]. Here, L is the number of intensity levels of
an image and M ∗N is the size of the image. Using this, a pixel with
intensity nj is mapped to a pixel with intensity sk. Using this for our
data results in the images as shown in Figure 35.
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Figure 34: Example of histogram equalization

(a) Without equalization (b) With equalization

Figure 35: Histogram equalization on DWI data
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I M P L E M E N TAT I O N A N D R E S U LT S

Now that we have shown several ways to visualize bundles and scalar
fields, we have to concretize these methods by implementing them
in an application. It is important for a user that the application can
easily and intuitively be used. This means that calculations made by
the application should not take too long to compute and that it is
clear for a user how to use the application. We have implemented the
methods discussed before in C++ in combination with the OpenGL
and Qt frameworks.

6.1 datasets

In order to test our implementation, we have obtained two different
datasets. These datasets are obtained from brain scans of different
people and therefore contain different information. Table 1 shows the
properties of each dataset.

Dataset Nr. of tracts Nr. of segments Nr. of gridpoints

Dataset 1 83, 463 1, 211, 861 293, 858

Dataset 2 85, 889 1, 225, 990 294, 400

Table 1: Overview of used datasets.

6.2 optimization

A dataset of fiber tracts usually consists of about 80, 000 tracts. De-
pending on the size of the tract-segments, converting the tracts into
segments can lead to over 1 million segments. Also, since the data
is obtained by scans with a resolution of about 3 millimeters, a typ-
ical measurement consist of about 80 points along the x- and y-axis
and 46 along the z-axis, resulting in about 300, 000 gridpoints. If for
each gridpoint the contribution of each segment has to be computed,
over 300 billion gridpoint-segment pairs have to be considered. Since
this will take a long time to compute, some optimizations have to be
applied in order for the application to remain usable.

6.2.1 Multi-threading

A first optimization that can be applied is parallelization of the con-
struction of the grid. Since each gridpoint is assigned segments near
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it and gridpoints do not have any mutual influences, gridpoints can
be constructed in parallel. We have implemented this by implement-
ing the OpenMP interface. We have tested the time needed to create
the grid on different datasets. The results of these tests are shown in
Table 2. These results are generated on a 2 GHz Intel Core i7.

Dataset 1 Thread 2 Threads 4 Threads 8 Threads

Test data 1 449 s 153 s 143 s 141 s

Test data 2 458 s 181 s 172 s 171 s

Table 2: Time in seconds needed for grid creation, estimated by taking an
average over 3 runs.

As can be seen from the table, the creation of the grid can be
speeded up almost 3 times, making it a proper improvement of the
creation of the grid.

6.2.2 Search Grid

When the grid for the 3D space is constructed, all tract-segments are
assigned to a gridpoint by testing a distance function from the center
of a segment to a gridpoint. However, during the bundling process,
a new point may be found that does not lie precisely on a gridpoint.
To determine which segments should be assigned to this newfound
point, in principle all segments have to be tested against a distance
function. If this has to be done for each integrated point, the bundling
process will take a long time to compute. In order to decrease this
time, the grid can be used as a search grid. By only testing the seg-
ments that are assigned to one of the neighboring gridpoints, which
are at most 27 points, not all segments have to be tested, speeding up
the computation time of the bundling process.

6.3 interactive maneuvering

In order for a user to gain some insight in the data, the user should
be able to maneuver through the data. This maneuvering should be
intuitive and efficient. A user should be able to move the scene, zoom
in on the scene and rotate the scene.

6.3.1 Moving and zooming

OpenGL renders a scene from the perspective of a camera. The cam-
era can moved giving a user the perception of moving through the
scene. A camera is represented by coordinates of the camera position,
coordinates of the point the camera views and an up-vector (Figure
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36a). By changing these coordinates, a user has full control of moving
the camera through the scene.

(a) A camera and a scene (b) Perspective of a scene

Figure 36: Camera and scene properties used to implement moving and
zooming

One can argue that zooming can be done by simply moving the
camera closer to the scene. However, this does not give the desired
effect. As long as the object is in front of the camera, moving the
camera and zooming appears to be the same, but once the camera
passes the object it does not show on the screen anymore. To solve
this, zooming can be implemented by changing the perspective of
the camera, or more precisely, the field of view. Figure 36b shows
the perspective properties of a camera. This consists of a near-plane,
a far-plane and an angle that is the field of view. Controlling the
field of view, the zooming can be controlled. Using a large field of
view, the projection window of the scene is small, meaning that the
shown objects are small as well (Figure 37a). Decreasing the field of
view will move the camera further away from the projection window,
increasing the size of it (Figure 37b). Therefore, by decreasing the
field of view, a user can zoom in on the scene.

(a) Large field of view (b) Small field of view

Figure 37: Zooming using the field of view

6.3.2 Rotating

The most intuitive way for a user to rotate a scene is by using the
mouse functions of OpenGL. By dragging the mouse, the scene should
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rotate along with the direction the mouse is dragged. Using two di-
mensions, this is very easily done since the scene has the same dimen-
sions as the screen. Moving the screen along the x-axis of the screen
means in such a case that the scene should also rotate along the x-
axis. However, since a scene has three dimensions, we do not want
to restrict the user to only two dimensions. So, in order for a user to
have full control over 3D rotations, a way has to be devised to convert
2D movement of a mouse on the screen to a 3D rotation of the scene.

Suppose that the entire scene is covered by a sphere. When the
sphere rotates, the entire scene will rotate along with it. This rotation
can be done by picking a point on the hull of the sphere and dragging
the point, and therefore also the sphere and scene, in any arbitrary
direction. To implement this, a hemisphere is projected on the view-
port with the center of the hemisphere being the point (x,y, 0) on the
viewport the user first clicked. Each point on the viewport inside the
hemisphere can be projected onto the hemisphere (Figure 38a). By
normalizing the viewport, the radius of the hemisphere becomes 1
and each point p = (x,y, 0) on the viewport can be projected onto the
hemisphere according to p ′ = (x,y,

√
(1− x2 − y2)).

(a) Hemi-sphere projected on
viewport

Viewport

α

v

u0

u1

Virtual 
trackball

p0

p1

(b) Rotation vector and angle

Figure 38: Rotation by the use of a hemi-sphere

Picking two points p0 and p1 on the hemisphere, which are in
fact the last two mouse positions projected on the hemisphere, the
scene can be rotated between these two points (Figure 38b). Using
the vectors u0 and u1, which are the vectors from the center of the
hemisphere to p0 and p1, a rotation vector v and a rotation angle α
can be found by v = u0 × u1 and α = acos(u0 · u1). These can be
used with the OpenGL function glRotatef() to rotate the scene.

After re-rendering a scene, all previous rotations are forgotten by
OpenGL. In order to keep the previous rotations, all rotations should
be stored in a matrix. Multiplying this matrix with the ModelView
Matrix, applies all previous rotations to the scene, resulting in the
desired rotation.
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6.4 visualization

In order for the application to remain interactive, the bundles and
tracts should be rendered efficiently. If this is not the case, a user
would have to wait each time the scene has to be rendered again.
Fortunately, since the brainscans are static, the scene itself is static as
well, meaning that as long as no changes are made, it is enough to
render the scene only once. In OpenGL, this can easily and efficiently
be done by using a Vertex Buffer Object [Ope].

6.4.1 Vertex Buffer Object

A Vertex Buffer Object (VBO) uploads vertex data of an object, i.e.
position, color, normal vector, to the video device. The data is kept in
the memory of the video device, meaning it can be rendered directly.
In order for this to work properly, all vertex data has to be stored in a
VBO and is uploaded at once. The vertex data therefore needs to be
stored in such a way that the VBO knows how to use it.

The attributes of the vertices need to be stored in an array, where
the index corresponds to the vertex. These arrays are passed on to
the video device, along with the size of the arrays and the OpenGL
primitive in order to render the object. The order the attributes are
stored in the array heavily depends on which primitive is used to
draw the object.

Figure 39: OpenGL primitives
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6.4.2 OpenGL primitives

In order to render objects, OpenGL can draw certain primitives on
the screen. Figure 39 shows these primitives. As discussed in Chapter
4, we construct a bundle by placing 8 points on the hull of the bundle
for each point of the bundle. Connecting these points, the hull of
the bundle can be constructed and visualized. Figure 40 shows the
construction of the hull for a bundle-segment. Here, p0, p ′0, p1 and p ′1
form a quad that represents a side of the hull of the bundle-segment.
Doing this for all sides of all segments, a hull is constructed consisting
of quads. Passing this to the VBO, the bundle can be rendered by
using the GL_QUADS primitive.

p0
p0’

p1
p1’

Figure 40: Construction of a tube using a VBO

6.5 visual results

Now that we are able to efficiently render the bundles, we can inves-
tigate the visual results. Here, the following things are important for
the application to work correctly:

1. The rendering of the bundles should be correct, i.e. no torsion
should occur;

2. The color of the bundles should correspond to the color of the
scalar values;

We will discuss and show results of each of these points in the
following sections.

6.5.1 Rendering

As discussed in Chapter 4, rendered bundles should not have any tor-
sion. Figure 41a shows the bundles before we applied the discussed
rotation for the tube orientation. It is easy to see here why torsion is
not desirable. Bundles appear to have a different radius at different
points on the bundle and instead of being round, a bundle with tor-
sion might appear to be oval. After applying this rotation, the bundles
look as shown in Figure 41b. Here, it can be seen that the bundles are
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tubes with the same radius at each point of a bundle and the bundles
are always round.

(a) Torsion (b) No torsion

Figure 41: Visualization of bundles

6.5.2 Color correspondence

Each tract-segment should be assigned a value that corresponds to
the value in the scalar field at the position of the segment. Also, each
bundle-segment should be assigned a value that corresponds to the
values of all used tract-segments. Figure 42 shows the result of this
on a scalar field with Fractional Anisotropy (FA) data. As can be seen
from 42b, where the slice plane is dark, the tracts at that position are
also dark. The same goes for light areas of the slice plane. These tracts
are projected on the bundle and, as can be seen, the bundle shows an
average of its surrounding tracts. However, since this image has areas
of high contrast, meaning that neighboring values can differ a lot,
we have created some arbitrary datasets to test our implementation
thoroughly. We have created respectively a zebra-layered dataset and
a block dataset, from which it is easier to distinguish what the result
should be. These datasets are shown in Figure 43.

(a) Bundle with tracts (b) Bundle with tracts and plane

Figure 42: Example of an FA dataset.
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(a) Zebra-layered dataset (b) Block dataset

Figure 43: Arbitrary datasets

Figure 44 shows the result with a layered dataset. Here, the data al-
ternates between areas of maximum and minimum value, with layers
of 4 voxels high, or formally

vx,y,z =

s0 if floor(z4 ) is odd

1 else
(13)

Figure 43a shows the fiber tracts, colored by the scalar values. As
can be seen from this figure, the fiber tracts also show the zebra pat-
tern. From this, we have created 20 bundles that we color evenly (Fig-
ure 44a). From this image, also the zebra pattern can be seen again,
with clear areas of transition. Comparing this to Figure 44b, which
are the same bundles however now colored by side, we can see that
Figure 44b shows the data even more accurate. The areas of transition
are gone and the data simply shows the local scalar values on each
side of the bundle. Both methods, however, do show the scalar fields
quite clearly.

(a) Bundles colored evenly (b) Bundles colored per side

Figure 44: Example of a zebra-layered dataset.
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Another approach to test whether the color of the bundles show
the right value, is by using a block dataset (Figure 43b). This block
dataset has areas of minimum and maximum value according to

vx,y,z =


0 if x,y and z < 1

4 of its dimensions

0 if x,y and z > 3
4 of its dimensions

1 else

(14)

Figure 45 shows the result of both evenly coloring and coloring by
side of the bundles with the block dataset. As can be seen from this
figure, the bundles are red in the center of the scene and green near
the border corresponding to areas of high and low value. It can also
be observed that near the border of the block data there is a color
transition. Since Figure 45a averages the value for each point on the
bundle, this transition goes smoothly, while Figure 45b shows the
transition on sides of a point on the bundle. Both figures, however,
do show the general structure of the data, which is a block of high
value in the center of the scene.

From these two arbitrary datasets, we can see that the visualization
behaves as we expect it to. The tracts have a color that corresponds to
the scalar data and the bundles have a color that corresponds to its
tracts.

(a) Colored evenly (b) Colored by side

Figure 45: Example of a block dataset.

6.5.3 Value by thickness

As mentioned in Chapter 5, we can also use the thickness of a bun-
dle to show a scalar value. Figure 46 shows examples of thickness. As
can immediately be seen from this image, scaling is an issue here. Fig-
ure 46a and Figure 46b show some differences in thickness, however,
since their scalar values are ranged from 0 to 1, this difference is very
small. The DWI dataset of Figure 46c, however, uses a range of scalar
values from 0 to about 1000. This will result in very thick bundles
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in regions of high value, as can be seen in the Figure, but also very
thin in bundles in regions of low value. Therefore, in order for this
method to be useful, a non-linear scaling has to be used. However,
due to time issues, we did not pursue this method any further.

(a) Using a block dataset

(b) Using a zebra dataset

(c) Using a DWI dataset

Figure 46: Thickness by value

6.6 local information

One of the main features of our implementation is that the 3D tract
data is simplified into an abstracted overview of bundles. The strength
of this approach is that it gives a much better overview of the main
structures of the tract data. However, it should be possible to convert
this overview back to the original data without losing the advantage
of knowing the main structures. This is why it should be possible for
a user to select a bundle, or even better, a point on a bundle. Using
this selection, a user is able to show data near a bundle, or near a
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point on a bundle, and therefore use the bundles to gain a better in-
sight into the tract data. Using this selection, a user is able to do the
following:

1. Filter the selected bundle from the rest;

2. Create a visualization of all tract-segments surrounding a se-
lected point;

3. Create a visualization of all tract-segments that are used to cre-
ate a selected bundle;

All the possible options that a user has by being able to select a
bundle, are shown in Figure 47.

6.6.1 Selecting a point on a bundle

The most intuitive way for a user to select a point somewhere on
a computer screen, is by using the computer mouse and double-
clicking at the position to be selected. In a 2D scene, the selected
point in the space is very straightforward; it is simply the point at the
position the user clicked. However, in 3D this is a lot less straightfor-
ward. Not only should the depth of the scene be taken into account,
but also the perspective and the view.

As discussed before, a scene consists of a near and a far plane. In
between these plains, the scene is rendered. Using OpenGLs build-
in function gluUnProject in combination with the ModelView Matrix,
the Projection Matrix and the Viewport, a point on a screen can be
converted into both a point on the near and on the far plane. Doing
this for the point on the screen a user clicked on, a cursor-ray can
be created from the point on the near plane to the point on the far
plane (Figure 48). Using this ray with a ray-tube intersection on all
bundle-segments of the screen, results in all bundle-segments that
the ray intersects with. Since the distance of a segment to the near
plane determines which segment is closed and segments with a nega-
tive distance are behind the eye and therefore not shown, the selected
segment can be found by choosing the segment with the shortest pos-
itive distance to the near plane. An example of the OpenGL code to
compute the points on the near and far plane is shown in Listing 1.
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(a) Overview of 50 bundles. (b) Overview with selected bundle.

(c) The selected bundle. (d) Selected bundle with tracts.

(e) Selected point. (f) Selected point with tracts.

(g) Overview with a selected point. (h) Overview with point and tracts.

Figure 47: Example of visualization options using selection.
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Scene

Near plane
Far plane

Eye

Mouse ray

Hit

HitHit

Figure 48: Selecting a point in 3D.

void GLPanel::mouseDoubleClickEvent(QMouseEvent *event)

{

int viewport[4];

double mvmatrix[16];

double projmatrix[16];

double winx, winy, winz;

double posx, posy, posz;

glGetIntegerv(GL_VIEWPORT, viewport);

glGetDoublev (GL_MODELVIEW_MATRIX, mvmatrix);

glGetDoublev (GL_PROJECTION_MATRIX, projmatrix);

winx = (double) event->x();

winy = (double)(w_height - event->y());

gluUnProject(winx, winy, 0, mvmatrix, projmatrix,

viewport, &posx, &posy, &posz);

nearPoint = Vector(posx, posy, posz);

gluUnProject(winx, winy, 1, mvmatrix, projmatrix,

viewport, &posx, &posy, &posz);

farPoint = Vector(posx, posy, posz);

selectPos = (findClosestPoint(nearPoint, farPoint));

updateGL();

} �
Listing 1: Converting a point on screen to a point on the near and a point

on the far plane.
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6.6.1.1 Ray-cylinder intersection

In order to test whether the mouse-ray intersects with a bundle-segment,
a ray-cylinder intersection test has to be executed, where the cylinder
represents a bundle-segment. While a ray-cylinder intersection test
itself is not so trivial, it can be simplified to a simple ray-circle inter-
section problem in 2D.

Consider a ray from p1 to p2 and a cylinder that is defined by the
points p3 and p4, and a radius r. We want to find an intersection point
prc that is the intersection point of the ray with the cylinder, closest
to p1. The first step to simplifying this problem to a 2D ray-circle
intersection, is by translating the cylinder to the origin, i.e. translating
over −p3. This gives us q1 = p1 − p3, q2 = p2 − p3 and q4 = p4 − p3
(Figure 49a).

Next, the cylinder should be rotated such that it is aligned along
the z-axis, i.e. q4 is moved to the z-axis. As with the tube construction
method mentioned in Chapter 4, this can be done by using a rotation-
axis R and a rotation-angle θ, defined as

Z = {0, 0, 1}T (15)

R =
q4 ×Z
|q4 ×Z|

(16)

θ = acos(
R ·Z
|R||Z|

) (17)

Now, rotating everything around R by an angle θ, we find the
points r1, r2 and r4.

p3

p4

q3

q4

x

y

z θ

(a) Translation and rotation of a
cylinder

x

y

O

r1

r2

prc

(b) Ray-circle intersection

Figure 49: Ray-cylinder intersection.

Now, by ignoring the z-component of the ray and the cylinder, we
have reduced the problem to a 2D ray-circle intersection. If a point
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exists where the ray and circle intersect, this point is somewhere on
the line

a ∗ r1 + (1− a) ∗ r2 (18)

A circle is defined as x2 + y2 = r2. In order to find the intersection
point, Equation 18 can be substituted into this formula, resulting in a
quadratic equation for a. Solving this equation, the value of a can be
found and using this value of a in Equation 18 gives the intersection
points of the ray with the circle. Now, these points only have to be
rotated and translated back to the original space again, and prc is
found (Figure 49b).



7
C O N C L U S I O N A N D D I S C U S S I O N

The main contribution of this thesis is that scalar values in the brain
are visualized by mapping this on an abstracted representation of the
brain. Besides that, some smaller issues have been addressed, such as
re-implementing a previous version of creating an abstracted repre-
sentation of the brain [Zit13] and upgrading this to an interactive
application, proposing a method to prevent drift during the inte-
gration process, creating tubes to represent bundles, experimenting
with projecting data on the bundles, and devising and implement-
ing a method to interactively select bundles and maneuver through
the data. To our surprise, some of these issues were not as straight-
forward as we first assumed it would be, but in conclusion we are
very satisfied with the results shown in this thesis.

7.1 future work

Even though we have investigated many ways to improve the bundling
process and to visualize the scalar field and even though we are very
satisfied with our results, some work can still be done to further im-
prove our work.

7.1.1 Hierarchical bundling

While the used abstracting method appears to work quite well, it may
happen that some main parallel structures will be bundled into a very
small number of large bundles. Converting these bundles back to
fiber tracts may then still result in some occlusion. A way to improve
this is by hierarchical bundling. At the lowest level of abstraction,
fiber tracts will then be bundled in many very small bundles, while
at the highest level of abstraction, only the main structures will be
shown. This way, different levels of abstraction are created and a user
is able to zoom in on a region of interest by using the these levels.

7.1.2 Logarithmic scaling

We have stated that we can also use the thickness of the bundle at
a point p, in order to show the value of that point. However, as we
have shown in the previous chapter, the values can be in any arbitrary
large range. This results in a large difference between the minimum
and maximum value. By using a linear scale, as we have done, strange
artifacts may appear because of this difference. A point on a bundle

48
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of a high value will be a lot thicker than a point on a bundle with
a low value, resulting in an unnatural representation of the bundles.
A better way to do this, may be by using a logarithmic scale, based
on the difference between the minimum and maximum value. This
way, the thickness of the bundle does not differ that much anymore,
making the result more realistic.
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